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MICHAEL FLATLEY’S LORD OF THE DANCE TO MAKE STOP IN ATLANTA 
FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR 

ATLANTA – Today, Michael Flatley’s Lord of the Dance announced a performance date at 
Atlanta Symphony Hall on November 27, 2023. The ground-breaking choreography tour will 
celebrate its 25th anniversary through high-energy Irish dancing, original music, and storytelling. 
Tickets to Michael Flatley’s Lord of the Dance go on sale on Monday, August 7 at 10:00AM at 
ticketmaster.com. This show is presented by Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE and Outback 
Presents.  

About Michael Flatley’s Lord of the Dance 
Michael Flatley once said, "Everyone in the world will tell you, 'No, it can't be done.' Every time I hear 
that, I know I'm close to success." This philosophy was a main driving factor in the journey to 
Michael Flatley's Lord of the Dance, which Flatley began developing in 1995 following his departure 
from Riverdance.  

For a quarter of a century, Michael Flatley’s Lord of the Dance has been dazzling audiences. across 
the globe. Since its premiere 25 years ago, it has become one of the most successful touring 
productions in entertainment history, having been seen by over 60 million people. 

The show will go to the next level in 2023 for its 25th-anniversary tour. Fans can expect new staging, 
new costumes, and choreography, plus cutting-edge technology, special effects and remarkable 
lighting. 

About Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE 
Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE concerts feature world-renowned musicians and entertainers, 
several of which will be joined on-stage by the GRAMMY® award-winning, Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra. Highlighting genres across the entertainment gamut, guests can enjoy concerts and 
events ranging from pop, rock, country, R&B, jazz, comedy, podcasts, book tours and everything in 
between. Symphony Hall continues to present a diverse array of artists throughout the year, bringing 
unique visual and audial experiences to the Atlanta community through the magic of live 
performances. 
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